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Its Causes and

,

By JOHN KERACHER

'

C H A R L E S H. K E R R & C O M P A N Y
341 Eaa Ohio St.

By JOHN KERACHER

IAN INTERPRETATION OF
CAUSES OF CRIME.

.:'i$:gThis pampW& is but a brief outline dealing with the
' 'phenomenon of crime, a
various explanatim as
to causes and remedies
the different "schods"
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that, therefore, criminality is the direct and indirect result
of the prevailling social system, capitalism, with its ex-

As to the remedy,'!we hold that there is none pos
the causes remain and that suppression and punishof the criminal, no matter how severe, while they
be retarding forces cannot remove crime. Unless the
s of the present social order is changed, that is, so
as the exp10itation of labor for profit remains, crime
1l continue with all of its consequenw* In other wwds,
we are contending that only through a revolution which
1 bring into being a new social order, one freed from
blight of poverty and general insecurity, will crime
ase to be the widespread social menace which it i
author recognizes the fact that there were cr
efore the advent of private property and the exploitation
f man by man; and that there will still be some criminality
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not a worker lands in jail, but it is not c o m r n ~ ~ ~

_

er to &ze
tne pheIt is the purpose of this
-enon
of crime in general and to explain its causes, its
variations and effects. Not all crimes are alike, nor do
they all spring from the same cause. There is an extensive
variety of law violations, the conviction for which comes
Under the general term of crime.
The bulk of all crime is of an economic character, violating property rights of all sorts, but some are crimes'of
violence against persons. This latter, in most cases, also
has an economic motive or an economic origin. Practically
all crime falls within.,$ese two %fegories. against prop$, .;;!,l"L;$
h,
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r in the second degree, mansla

.the perpetrator from arrest and trial. Then there
accidental deaths through "-irnir-? negligesac" "

Of recent years there has hen a revival of an "ancient
and honorable" aime, that of kidnapping and holding
for ransom. The motive in these modern kidnappings is
clearly an economic one. It is money they ate after. Vioand quite often
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The rich people who profit greatly from monopolies do
not particularly relish the monopoly which they have in
this field. But poor people, or their children, do not get
kidnapped, because they have not the means of paying a
ransom. The kidnappers would have tu-feed them, not
profit by them.
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The o~erwhelmingnumber of people who are cmvicted
of crimes today are those who have violated the laws
which have 'been made for the protection of propew.
Grand larceny and petty larceny are the main divisions
covering the violations of property laws. Robbery accompanied by violence or robbery while armed, espocially~fi~
arhefe large sums of money or other valuable property is
inv01ved, are considered the greatest oEenses 'against
prcrperty and receive the severe& sentences where a conviction is obtained.
@!$$L+;~;J$ 0
There are other f
of grand l-cy
besides those
<,y-.
cammonli labeled robbery. These consist of forgery,
7:'
counterfeiting, . embezzlement and other, forms of fraud
which aie aimed at the misappropriation of considerable
qwfasltities of wealth. Then the& is an extensive variety of
larceny, ranging from ~h~plifting,
picking pockets, etc,
upward and downward in the scale of petty pilfering.
I n &the- days of speed and uowded highways, an ever
hcreming'nrrmber of people are convicted (usaally find)
for tweaking traffic laws. Then there are offenses such as
vagrancya begging, prostitution, selling without a license
aad othu similar infrifringemmts
too numerous to mention.
Lumped
t@er
CRIME is on the increase, not only
dative to the population but 'alsoin relation to the volume
of wealth ~)rduiC6d.
Crisnitu)IOgy
The science which d d ; with the criminality of societyI
which seeks to account for and combat it, is called ctimi-
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It is not a new science, but like a l l ~ s o c i ad e n y
in capitalist soeiety, h is tainted by the concepts of capi-

ndogy.
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talism. As a science cri
reduced to an agency f
crime, yet it has a hist
of the 18th century.
passed through several "schoo2s."

The Classical School
One of the first in mod
causes of crimes

"

Beccaria (1735-94
a book entitled "On

said that Voltaire wrote a
lated into French in 1766.
Beccaria is d t e d with being the fohder
Classical School of Criminology, the substance of which
, was that crime results from willful depravity, and that
while there is no hope for completely eradicating the evil
,, j 1
it can be combatted and greatly diminished. The criminal
should be punished as swiftly as possible for the protecticm of society, but effortg should be made to recl&m the
pjf?rA
culprits and to reduce crime by the eqlightenment and
vi
;,, !$!:
guidance of the criminally inclined. The starting point
$$$
, !I${
for Beccaria's reforms was a more humane trdstment of
the crimid. H e also opposed the death penalty, which
i
was quite a courageous stand for his time.
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The Free Will ij
,'j
One of the m&n tenets of classical criminology was the
freedom of the will, that the cihinal chooses a career of
of his own "free will." He could, if he.wanted to, "$a
on his evil doing and lead a different -life. To pet., :'
the criminal to abandm his habits was a desirable . ,
snd necessary approach to the problem. Hardened qiminals, of course, would ::G;;I
require
much
persuasionL
be&tise
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ere more.s&obgmwilkd. ' To combat crime a eonf#tinual agitation was to be carried on to show its evil COquenres. That this belief in the efficacy of combatting
aime by persuasion is still adhered to is $emonstrated by
'
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The capitalistic mind judges everything f rum the standpoint of :"Does it pay? Is it profitable?" Hence the appeal
to the prospective & i d a d the implied'warning that
in the long run they will have to pay the penalty. A few
years ago signs wer@hung in the street cars of Chicago
and .other large cities and large posters appeared en bill&ds
with the slogan :"Crime Does Not Pay." Moving
picture plays were produced to demonstrate the unprofitability of a criminal career, but all apparently to no &W,
as crime has steadily i n w e d in volume and c s t .
It is a matter of gecord that about the time this intensive
~blicity.campaign against pime'was at its height same
kqr large robberim werk d
g and some prominerit
politid &ce holders were being accused of walking oE;i
kith hnge sums of public funds. Some of the latter had':
court piocee%qp &tuted against them but convictions.
wen not obtained. In reading about these things peoplenl
&mked: "And they say 'Crime does not pay,' " while\''
athers*wouldadd "Little crimts, such as st*, .
a loaf
?,$- .
. . of broad, dm't pay."
. t:,
W e are oat coiltending that pr6paganda &nst airno,
is entirelj withoat effect but wish to emphasize that de-'
spite such campaigns crime is!on theimrqse. The method does not touch the root of the problem but simply tinkers
with the effects. In this respect some of the present anticrime agencies are not a step ahead of the classical schocaL
. But the classical school, especially considering its period,
was not,without good points. The merit of that sebod
did not alone lie in its propo53nding of the question.butit
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accomplished much in the way of ref*&
code handed down from themiddle ages.

$,

the aim1114

Torture
Back in the feudal period the main method of secunng
evidence and convicting the accused was by torture. That
time-hanored method was still in vogue in BeoCaria's dayb
The prevailing judicial system thought that without torture convictions would be impossible and that if t o m
was to be abolished the whole system of handlii crime
wadd break down and society in general would collapse
with it. Beccaria was assailed as an enernydofcivilization,
a madman, a protector of criminals and so forth.

\

In its wider aspects i d t y would include evuy m d i tion of the mind which marks the individual as su&i&
or mbdanced, but in the common usage of the term it
means individuals who have become dangerous or hare
become helpless i m a e s . Madness was the old and apressive term.
And how was insanity accounted far? It was God's
way of punishing certain sinners. It was the direct outcome of deliberate sinfulness. If the insane persons had
not chosea of thdr own free will to lead a sinful life they
would still be of sound minds. Therefore, the insane were
crimMs, and of the worst kind. They were imp-ed
as common felons and, because of the danger to their
guards and others who might approach them, they weto
loaded down with heavy &ah,-both as a protection and
a punishment.
Beccaria and others assailed this ancient i g m m .
They fought the torture and finally were *rewardedby
seeing it more and more discarded, but their crowniag
achievement in criminal law was the removal of insanity
from the category of crime and seeing it &ciallv recog-
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nized rn a mental disease*
In this connection must be mentioned the work of the
.French physician, Philippe Pinel ( 1745-1826),who ,was
much influenced by the liberalism of the revolutionary.
period. In 1792 he became the directing physician of the
insane asylum at'Bicetre, and l=ter, in 1794, he was empbysd at the Salpidere, but in 1823, three years before
his death, he was eqklled from membership in the institute because of his 'liberal views.
Pinel had found the
treatment of the insane
atroci~uslycruel and .he apposed it vigorously and also
opposed drugging and bleeding as treatments. He believed
in using the strait-jadcet only under exceptional circumstances and was among the very first to have the courage
to remove the 'chains from the limbs of those unfarhmates and to demonstrate that they were calmer when thus
, relieved of their burden.
There were also a number of other prominent men interested in the phenomenon of crime, such as the famous
English jurist, William Blackstone ( 1723-1780), but they
would be more properly daisifid as prison reformers than
as criminologists.
Prisons then were exceedingly filthy. Criminal law and
punishment, not any too advanced yet, were exceedingly
vile. Secret accusations with practically no defense, whip
ping, mutilating and branding were common. Standing in
the stocks in pubtic places for the mildest offensesand the
death perzdb for theft, such as sheep stealing. It was
from this that the old saying arose :. "It is just as well to
be hanged for a sheep as for a lamb." The classical school
had its shortcomings, plenty of them, but without its
courageous struggle with the darkness and stupidity in
relation to criminality in its day the 1
would not ha& been possible.
'.
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The substance of Lornbroso's contention was that crimi-:'I?
nals are a type, that they possess inborn criminal traits,$:
.somewhat in the direction of lunacy. In other words, they'
were subnormal from birth. But we must recognize that
the Positivists made a scientific effort. They looked for natural causes. It was the right method although it wag
from an erroneous concept. They, of course, repudiated;,>i
the "CIassical School," denying the "free will" theory. l@b
,'&,<',<,~*
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dcnng so they leaned too far to the,opposite extre
first, practically denying "will" entirely and holdin
sort of mechanical or fatalistic position.
However, in its later aspects the'' basis' of this
is stated by Ferri, in his.Positive School of Ckima'nolo
'
as follows :"These are natural.causes,which I have class1
fied under the thiee heds of onthropologicd,~ielluric
social. Every crimet from the smallest to the'most at
$8dous, is the result of the interactjon of these three caus
,$$ the anthropological condition of the criminal, the tellUri
K$kf; environment in which he is living, ard thesocial e n v k @ mmt in which he is born, living and operating.1' (Kerr
Co. edition, p, 59.) And again he says: "Every one of Us
!%!hi inherits at birth, and p e d f i q s in life, a certai
and psydiological combination. This constitutes
vidud factor of humiin activity, which either
n
&
through fife, or becomes criminal or i n w e .
anthrop0,ogicaI hetor, then, must not be restricted,
some laymen would restrict it, to the
,;'L of the skull or the bones of the criminal.
*#ti'
k, r].!-!l\. to begin his itudies with the anatuinical i d i t i o n s of the
criminal, because the skulls may be studied most easily
ut he continued by also studying the
other physiological conditions of the individual
of sensibiIity, and the circulation of matter.'
wb.

*
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to the -Positive school SOtlg'ht of "criminal?' heads and faces. Tho
of the prisons and insane asylums
measured and their parti
for hereditary characteristic
present in the criminals. Th
nality was an inborn trait, a sort
essed by Ferri when he speaks
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Of the three causes recognized'by the Positivists they
give first place to the anthropological which not only covers biologidal cliff erences but takes into consideration-racid
characteristics. Some races they believe to be less crirninaUy inclined than others.
'
The second hctor, the telluric, takes in'all the natural
environmental conditions, such as climate, the turain,
whethq it is a high altitude or low and swampy, sunny ,
or foggy, wooded or desert land, etc.
The third is the socid environment: is it urban or rural
life;' is it a very religious ccmmunity or otherwise? Are
the people with whom the criminal has been associated
good law abiding people or is it a lawless community?
The economic factor is considered as part of the social
but as a secondary one. Fem in particular yields to it,
but we must -ember
that he was a sodalist and a member of the Chamber of Deputies in the eighties of the last
century. H e describes the hypothetical case of a l a k
who cannot find work and who is upbraided by hjs wife
and who turned against his aged mother because she is an
additional burden. "But," says F d , "the conclusions of
the Positive school are c c d k m d in this case as in any
o h . In order that crime may+develop,it is necessary
that anthropological, socia and telluric factors s h d d act
together*" However, (heallows that. "It is certainly quite
evident that economic misery has an undeniable influenci
on criminality."
I
r;
There
w
a
s
also
another
"school,"
a sort of modification
,
;
-$' PF:;ofthe Classical, which has been termed the "Correctionr(?:ist."Its chief work was that of prison reform and efforts
,$$to bring ibout changes in crimina law. It was actuated
';
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have no relation to criminal activity. There is no s u b
thing as a criminal type, the so-called born criminal. It
has been shown by systematic investigation that there is
no more science to this contention than there i s to astrology, phrenology or palmistry, that in fact it is in line with
those superstitious beliefs. The only principle in the Positive Schod worthy of serious thought, was the dixial, and
even there it erred by minimizing the economic factor.
' Still the Positivists got away from the notion of the
Classical criminologists who believed that people were
criminals simply from choice.
Ths English Statisticiaw
In 1913, Dr. Charles '&ring, the deputy medical officer
of Parkhurst prison, England, published his work The
English Convict, in which he refuted the Positivists.
Goring and his able assistants worked out a ,plan for
thoroughly comparing a large number of prisoners with
a corresponding number of the 6'law-abiding" population
outside of prison and they set about their work with one
object in mind. They simply sought to ascertain the facts
as to whether or not there exists a "ctirninal type." he
compiled an extensive and invaluable range of statistical
data. On p a p 32 and 33 of his work Dr. Goring says:
"The value of statistical prediction with regard to the
g i s t a c e or nondstemc of criminal characteMc9 is
our immediate concern. The problem, it is admiited, can
only be solved from a comparison of statistics resulting
from an anthropomitrid survey of criminals with similar
characteristics of the public at large.
No statement
can be legitimateIf2rnade, for instanck, as to whether the
driminal is or is not characterized by a dome-shaped head,
-ti1 a random series of criminal head-shapes has been
compared with a similar series of heads of non-criminals."
Their work $wascommenced on June 1, 1902. Three
thousand convicts, taka consecutively as they arrived,
were carefully examkid a d compared with three thou-

.. .
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probably a selected$ is a n o d humatl being, involves no
theory as to the kind of n o d person, mentally, morally
or physicaliy, that he represents!'
The Qassical S c h d had spekialized u p observing dae
nature of crime wilfu2Iy committed, and it sought "to make
the punishmmt fit 'thecrime." The Positive Schod paid
little attation to the nature of crimes but looked for their

d n e d (and compared with non-crimids),
,Goring,on pages 200 and.201, says :
criminals

i
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"To sum up : all English criminals, with the exception ,%~j::;,'
of those technically convicted of fraud, are maxkedly differentiated from thb *generalpopulation in stature and
.
body-weight ;.in addition, offenders convicted of violence
to the person are characterized by an average degree of
strength and ' cotlstitutional soundness considerably above
,
the average of other criminals, and of -the law-abiding
community; finally, thieves and burglars (who constitute,
it must be borne in mind, 90 per cent of all criminals), and
also incendiaries, as well as being inferior in stature and'
. weight, ate also, relatively to other criminals and the population at large, puny in theit general bodily habits. Thee
an the facts: aml, aocof:&g to the results of our statistical inquiry, they are the sole facts at the bask of m o m i d
pology; thj.are'the only elements of truth out of
have k e n constructed the elaborate9 extra.vagax~&
ludicrously uncritical criminologist doctrines bf the
great protagmist of the '--typep
theory. The utmost we can concede c
o
r
n our final cmdusian, formulated in Part I, is that criminal anthrop9logy is not entirely without basis in fact: but fact perverted by credulity
and fasaticism. The danger of the h b r o s i a n doctrine
i s not a theoretical one; persistently in the past, and proe a i v e l y in the future, this doctrine has impeded and
wiU continue to impede--until its interment is officially
stmsd-the rational treatment of ciirninological prob- ..
that call urgently for solution."
Goring, by his extensive statistical work, rendered
an invaluable service to criminal investigation, and, while
he did mu& to exp1de the "criminal type'' theory of
Lombrm,. he failed to aderstand the causes of crime.
He showed'the types ef .people that became criminals but
gave no particular reasbn why.8His remedies were those
of'thephysician who offers a cure rather than a preventative, although he leans to the latter and in the direction bf
restricting the Wlfit from reproducing their kin
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which is behind the misfit "sterilization" laws
ent time:- He concludes : "The crusade against W e may
be conducted in three directions. The effort may be made
to modify inherited tendency by appropriate educational
or else to modify qpmtudty for crime by
and supervision of the unfit; or else-and this
the evil at its v e ~ yroot--to regulate the
repduction.of those degrees o£ constitutiohal qualitiesfeeble-mindedness, inebriety, epilepsy, deficient social ins h e , eke-which conduce to the committing of crime."
Today it is generally recognized by those ivho are interested in the problem of crime and its solution that the
Positive School and its ''Criminal type" is unscientific- The

,

.

an address he delivered in 1890 before the New York .
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ereby crime would be curtailed. He says : "Curiously
enough, the fact is that, no matter how severe the punishments were,'the crimes increased.
In this connection
I call your attention to the following statistics gathered in
our own country: In 1850 we had 23,000,000 of people,
and between six and seven thousand prisoners. In 1860, .
31,W,000 of people, and 19,000 prisoners. Ih 1870, 38,m
O
,O
O of people and 32,000 prisoners.' In 1880, SO9000,000 of people, and 58,000 prisoners.')~~~
From the above figures, it can be seen that the increase
in the prison population was out of all proportion to the
increase in the general population of the country, but since
Ingersoll made that speech the population of the United
States has grown tremendously and so has crime. The
number of prisoners has not alone increased, the costq
.
have arisen to astounding figures.
r,
In 1904 the populaticmLwas82,601,384 and the number
of prisoners 81,772. In 1910 the population was 91,972,266 and 99,199 prisoners. In 1923 the population was
111,537,497 and 104,067 prisonen. In 1930the population
was estimated at 123,191,000 and the number of prisxms
1210,496. The number of the lattv rose to 127,495 in 1931
t$%,i'
when the estimated population was 124,070,000 and in
1932 when the population w k 124,822,000 there were ,&-(:,,,.;*
+t41,~,
158,947 prisoners. It is true that the& have been yeam
f$!;;,..
when there was a slight fall in the prison population, just
as there have been a few extra high years, but the out- ;
standing fact is that the trend of prison population is u p ward, that crime d a s not d e c r k , but increases.
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F9hting the rims h o b l e m
In June, 1909, there was held in the city of Chicago a
National Conference of Criminal Law and Criminology.
It met at the Northwestern University and out of its
deliberations came the - American Institute of Criminal
.: ; ~ ) l f ~ , t i
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Law and Criminology. The purpose of the gathering was
to consider the problem of crime and its increasing vdm e , and also to seek a remedy. To this end, to better
understand the problem, it decided to have a number of
,
books translated for the advancement of the science of
tirirninology in America, where aime had k o m e a major
sdcid problem a* the science was considered t'o be at .
!ea+t a quarter of a century behind its European develop,
,*{,
mmt*
,'
,
One of the works selected for translation was that of : ' ~
William Adrian Bongv of Amsterdam, Holland. Bong= +;' <;;k t
was recognized as one of the ablest expcments of the y;;,!
science in Europe. His book, entitled 'CCrimidityand :!,$
Ecmomic Conditiok, wa9 published in America in, 1916. ' ?,4
Frank HeNomoss, then chief justice of tfK supreme ,j;j;
mrt of Nevada and vice-president of the Ameriam
Institute of Criminal Law and Crimitqlogy, wmtc the
introduction, m w h w he says: '"The cost in ddlars and
8 .
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cmts of dealing with outcriminal prob
ing of the incidental economic waste, urc
dollars annually."
Since Norcross wrote those words in 191
&me have increased tremendously. A f
strong protests arose when it was shown
costinlg.thecapitalist class four billion dollars a
it was reported to have reached seven billion'dobrsbut
sina then various estimates fix the a n n d cost at from
idp
:J+!,,,~l.il:i'
twelve to fourteen billion dollars, that is, an estimate of
!
what is stolen plus the cost of running down and punish(4i~;ing the criminals. .
"'
In any case it is recognized7& the cost of
I1I now very high. Of course, this burden falls
as they are the possessors of the wealth,
crirniial elements make such inroads. Says the National
Escyclopedio: "Crime has been called the most important
I$:.:j
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public issue in the United States, where students
the annual cost somewhere betwem~$lO,OOO,OOOt
f J
1 c'',':i:
$lS,OOO,OOO,OOO. United States estimhtes put the
i?t,tmaximum tendency toward criminality at between 1
,, 22. This is due in part t'o the increase of youthful 1
in part to greater social impulses to c h a l i t y
, - part, to the rise of crimhaI gangs."
+.

'::I":(

:y

',I,

the question was asked, "~on'tyou think that

as an invduntary promoter of crime,
4 9 all capitalist governmats &re here to prokct
stem, to defend the very cause of crime, excessive
on the one hand and mass p u t y on the other,
thereby contributing 'tothe crimes they deplpee

r a d Better Jails
.Among the many contradictions which the capitalist
stem throws to the surface, economic crimes, and the

As capitalism grows and wealth expands, crime increases in volume and cost If we were to read 'in a book

,

.,3

i::

about some strange country where the peaple promoted '
deadly diseases and thee fought them by building more
hospitals, impr~vingtheir medical skill and greatly increasing the ,number of doctors' and nurses we would
laugh and say "no such count* exists, people could not
be so stupid;" If, for instanbe, it was a very hot country
,
atld it was the national custolli to have all windows and . - i
doors wide open and unscreened and \for the people to
-'
throw their garbage out of their windows each day so that
it piled up a r k d their houses and provided a feeding .:
and breeding ground for myriads of flies, mosquitoes, rats ;!
and other vermin, we would think such people were insane
and wodcl have little sympathy for them when they cried .
out against the plagues which afflicted themBespeciaUy if '
they seriously and, solemnly defended their conduct by
telling us that "it is in harmony with the best traditions
of a free people" and then adding, ?but pests must be
fought by increasing the quantity of flypaper, traps and
other devices to checkmate the evil, but we must not abandon our time-honored custom of throwing the garbage
I

I , I'

'

out of our windows."

,

Capitalism is very much in that position in relation to
its crime problem. The system makes the criminals and
then seeks to checkmate the evil by putting the criminals -.
into prisons and "cracking down" an them in general, but
despite the fact that practically every sort of scientific
, dcria is used by the govemmentd departments engaged
in umbathg crime it grows to greater and greater pro-

~ ~ a a d c o s b .
If the figures an the cost of crime are anywhere nearly
\

,

correct, it can be seen at a glance that it is not the working
people who are the victims of economic crimes (theqgreater
bulk of all aim?) but the rich who have wealth to lose.
The annual crime bill is now'greater than the annual
industrial wage bill. In other words, the wages paid for
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the production and transportation of wealth each year are
of less volume than the costs of crime,
gIq.it
However, the profits of capitalism are so &'Zat that even
after these tremendous losses by burglary, .robbery, theft,
fraud, etc., and after the payment of local and naticmaI
taxes, the total of which is now also greater than the
wage paid to the productive workers, there is plenty left
in the hands of the capitalists because the exploitation of
labor is so tremendous. The capitalists can d o r d to pay
billions of dollars in taxes and to be robbed out of billions more every year and still build up tremadous fortunes, which, while they fluctuate greatly, growever
larger for those who survive at the expense of their d e r
competitors.
Of course, it is from the social labors of the working
class that all this vast wealth is obtained in the first place.
Capitalism itself is parasitic It is a sydtem of legalized
rchbery. The criminal element, mostly from the ranks of
the working class, are but little parasites an the body of
the greater parasite, capitalism it&. To us a rat is a
parasite and we do not wail about the little parasites upon
its body. The problem of crime is, in the main, a capitalistl
problem and we should lose no sleep over their losses but
ranember how they acquire their wealth in the first place
4 u t of the sweat and toil of the workers-and also that
it is economic pressure, due to poverty, which dr&s members of our class into crime, It is the workers who build
the prisons and fill the prisons. They take to crime, believing it to be an escape from the stifling and stultifying hold
of poverty, by Caking what they regard as an easier road,
which usually turns out to be a much harder one in the
long run.
In his CrimirtaEity and Ecmomic~'~onditions,
Bon
divided economic crimes into
follows. "(a) Vagrancy and m

I

analogous crimes; (c) Robbery, homicide

bankruptcy, adilkeration of -foods, etc. (that is to
economic drimes committed almost F~l,usively 'by
bourgeoisie, while those of the first three categdries m.
committed almost exclusively by the poor.)" He also
points out that workers are sometimes to be found 'in the
fourth classificationIgiving the instance of where a worker
may make off with a bicycle he has hired or where embezzleplent may be committed by a bank employe-

Among the poor, vagrancy arid niendiaty are the starting points for the habitual criminal and these are the
direct outcome of poverty. The unemplcpi workers become vagrants and move f r m place to place, at first with
the aim of procuring work.. In some instances they SUCcced and c-e
to be vagrants, at other times they find
? . temporary job and have p e r a s of employment a l m a t e
)'?$?,
with t h e vagrancy* But q&
a number b d no work
f?)$'! ,
p,:#i!:
aU and in time cease to lodc for it. Mendicity goes hand
~ ; i iin hand with vagrancy. The tramp or "hobo" must eat.
,.-,i"
w\ Therefore, looking for a "hand-out," begging, W y
part of his daily routine, Opportunities to steal food or
wearing apparel are f reqtiently. taken advantage of. Petty
theft becomes a practice with a number of vagrants oqd
some of these graduate into professional thieves or robbers. ?q
#$$@~i~
,
By mady people vagrancy and mendicity are not regarded as crimes. They are looked .uponrather as an
- unfortunate:madition, unavoidable for large mmbers of
the poora but society has placed them in the category of
crime and many go to jail for either or both. In some of
the southern,statesof the unit& States vagrants are put
into chain gangs and forced to work upon the highways
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other tasks which the forces-oflaw and order

may deaee,

>

'

~&nologists, in the main, even'ofdifferent s c h d s ,
that the physically weaker and more stupid types of
remain -Witual beggars, while the more alert
ger bekpme thieves, ,a few of the more powerful
becoming*regular rob with inclinations toward
robbery while armed. Occasionally this latter
Idll'althoughthey .donot set out with such intenon, but simply to rob. They may kill to save themselves
r m being killed or to get rid of witnesses to their h.
In the United' states, vagrancy is so w m o n thatit is
regarded as a regular phase of the national life and, of
course, it is i t c c m p ~ e dby mendicity, A very large nurnher ~f the working population have had experience in the
"hobo" life, have been "on the bum" at some time or
bother. Frequently they travel in large numbers on the
rabads, going from place to place and in every direction.
Of course; some arrestb are made, mainly with a view to
chedring the boldness of the vagrants and to keep them
out of certain sections of the big cities, but the bulk of it
has to be ignored, especially during hard times when millions \haveto become street beggar
,,
If arrests for vagrmcy and mendicity had been general
during the depth
.
of the preseht depression the jails and
prisons, already well filled ,bythe higher types of criminals, w6uld not have ken adequate, nor would the existing law enforcing machinay have been able to handle

.

*I

-

J!&\ "pi; them.
gjf$pb..)l

..
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sly pointed out, it is from the presAs w
sure of eam&c circumstahces that the vast majority of
crimes arise. The "hold up" is the favorite first step. It
brings immediate results, usually in money taken' from
the pockets of the victims. The majority of these first .:q...,
offenders are young men between the-agesof 18 and 22, $ti',
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with an appetite, not 'merely for food, which they have
never had in sutticient quafitity, not to mention its quality,
but an appetite for enjoyment; for pleasures which they
see others enjoy and, being without the means of satisfying their desires they resort to robbery.
Of course there' is the clakn made in relation to vagrats, that they are people who do not want to work. It
certainly would be ridiculous to say that there are not
some lazy me, for such.can be found even in the highest
soda1 strata, but to explain vagrancy in that manner is
even more ridiculotls, for is it not well known today that
in America than then
unemployment mched
demonstrated that
its upward trend was during the winter months whm
unemployment is lls-Uy higher and the economic pressure
at its worst. Certainly men do not geon the road in cold
and stormy weather from choice. It is the lash of huqpr
which drives than into a life of vagrancy and its accompanying mendicity and other offenses.
"T'O sum up," saps Bonget (on page 662), "it is evidkt
that the principle causes of vagrancy and mendicity are

,

-'

this need not necessarily happen; the cQwa causarzm is
the enritonment."
. For thousands of years there were no vagrants or mendicants. These only arose with a comparatively highly
class society. It is genmilly recognized that the
first vagrants were escaped slaves and freed slaves whom
their masters no longer could use and turned adrift. In

a
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from the land, and in the period of the enclosure of the
common lands by the aristocracy for sheep grazing, vagrancy increased tremendously and was persecuted in a
very inhumah manner. But the vagrancy of the present
day springs from a different source and from a different
cause. It is not from the land but from the great centers
of industry that the modern forces of vagrancy arise, and
it is the direct result of surplus labor-pdwer which the
capitalists cannot profitably employ. Nearly a hundred
years ago, Frederick Engels called these displaced workers "the industrial reserve army,', but since then the surplus population of capitalist society, especially during
depressisns, has taken oai cotossal proportions. Therefore, it is not surprising that vagrancy embraces a substantial and permanent section of the populations of tnodern
countries and is the kcruiting ground for the increasing
army of economic criminals.

,,,,
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In addition to crimes committed to satisfy dire neces*sitythere is an increasing volume of economic criminality
which arises from cupidity. But what causes cupidity,
the desire to possess what others have, avarice or covetousness? It is the' direct result of the soda1 environment. Bonger states the case simply and clearly, as follows :
"In a society where some are rich, who have more income than is needed to supply the fundarneqtal necessi- .
ties, and who create other needs for themselves, in such
a society the cupidity of those who have not similar
incomes at theii disposal will be awakened. The desires
which the criminals of whom we are speaking wish to
-,,L.,,.satisfy
by their misdeeds are not &Berent from those of
2 h ?ff,
"$"+~:khe
,
well-to-do. It goes without saying that no one has
ever desired any luxury that he has not seen someone else
enjoying. It would be a waste of time to discuss this. i;
li
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Every need''hat is not strictly necessary, is not innate but
acquired. If one has much, the other, an imitator, wants
the same. &hereis but one piece of advice to give to those
who are not convinced of this simple truth;that they read
some ethndogical works treating of peoples among whom
are neither rich nor pwr. They will then see that
,3bk:& ,
pidity, kith us a universal quality, i s there unknown.':
Beeause q poor people do not become thieves, depite-thdr harsh envirmGt, and because many others do
not s u k b to kpidity because of their. upbringing,
thdr moral trahings the influence of the envir~ment'is
denied as the cawtiof econpic erimes. However. there
are now an increasing nuhber of criminologists who hove
came to recognize that the social enviromhent is the main
-use of aime, bat the ecmomic factor therein is still discounted. Then the combatants of 6who have sprung
frum the ranks of the capitalist sass are
because of their class education and class
And where these are professional men,
fessors, bourgeois journalists and such, they must
fom to the social viewpoint of the capitalist class. Often
the institutions with which they are associated are heavily
subidized by the capitalists and thus these investigators,
these "educators,'' even if they know the facts; dare not
explain the real cause of crime,the impoverishment of tht
masses by the capitalist oystem, and the now almost impossible.escape from the social position lnto which
ers are boni.
Persons
''hi6&ii '+or
t i d y destined to remain
lives. They cannot go into business as easily as in
times, as modem business requires a big capital outlay
even at the outset. The retail trade, at one time a favorite
field for the small capitalist to get his "start," is today
crowded .and, in fact, almost monopolized by powerful
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to remain honest and, moreover, tries real hard to resist
falling into criminal habits, but the terrific economic pressure, as wdl as cupidity, takes its toll* The peculiar twist
which causes a rich person to perpetrate petty theft is not
always easy to explain. It may arise from an intense case
of avariciousness, or from the feeling of "smartnessy"
believing that they are clever enough to get away with it.
However, the rich usually do not go in for petty lamny:
Big fraudulent transactions are more in their line if they
do step out of the ordinary Course of obtaining their
wealth. But when the bourgeois, as a member of a dass,
engages in crime, it also is the result of economic pressure.
In the battle of competition the victory is to the strong.
With the advancement of capitalism, an ever increasing
number are forced out of business. These resist the pressure 'of competition and in.so doing often resort to economic crimes peculiar to their class.

,;

t;

;,:
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and Analogour Crimes

As Bonger has so ably pointed out, class lines manifest
themselves in crime. The crimes which are characteristic
of the capitalists, apart from their basic "crime," the exploitation of labor for profit and comma business cheating, are frauds of various types, such as adulteration of
fM, arson, fraudulent bankruptcies, etc.
when business is .bad a d failure threatens, certain
types of capitalists, especially the smaller ones who feel
the pressure first, become desperate and commit crimes
trying to save themselves from bankruptcy. A temporary
lapse from regular business practice is all they have in
mind. Itimight start with the using of a portion of funds
which have been entrusted to them by others, the intention being to restore the "loan" with the next cash available.
The possibility of detection seems remote, but further
pressure of creditors forces ,;,thqn to the next step, thus
getting deeper into trouble.
$'""
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The economic pressure in the case of the capitalist is
not of the same nature as that of the worker. The bourgeois is not threatened with immediate starvation. It is
not hunger which drives him to his illegal act. It is fear
of the loss of social standing and the stigma of bankruptcy which the average businessman dreads. The pressure of creditors, their continual homding of the debtor
for payment, acts as a driving force under which many
ultimately succumb.
A bourgeois may be well insured against fire, robbery,
etc. The thought may enter his anxious mindthat if only
a happy accident would occur and his premises go on fire
he could collect enough insurance money to pay off his
debts and have enough to procure a fresh stock of merchandise to replace the old stock, much of which might
be unsalable. From the thought of the accidental fire and
the continual demanqs of the creditors, there may develop
the fire which is not accidental.
Adulteration, in violation of pure food laws, although
still practiced, was at one time more common than no*,
especially when there were more small concerns engaged
in the preparation of foods and where government inspaction was loose or non-existent. Modern meat packing
corporations, while much more sanitary than formerly
and using greater discrimination on quality, still practice
adulteration where it is profitable and well enough hidden.
In.sonic cases impure meat, even after being rejected by
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them, especially if it happens to be a worker

who has stolen some of their funds or carried away some
of their' wares, then their '6hmest" indignation knows no
bounds. They are somewhat like the London street ur&n,
as the story goes, who complained 'of the dishonest .person
.who under .covet of the fog imposed upon him a lead
shilling, after he had worked so hard all day paint* a y,;:qfl,,
:,, j';
,;
,, ;,;,
sparrow to make it look like canary, .
1 ~wPh!~
6 ,
j$$$,'$,;, <
There are manv .other crimes which, in
bourgeois in chakcter, and while they may not be un-1
~~mected
with economic pressure t h e arise more from
h p i d i t y Keeping up style, making a show to impress
friends and neighbors, living beyond available means, are
,:;
bourgeois characteristics. Moreover, the social set or group'
in which a certain type of bourgeois moves may have y$:.;;*l,:
a grade of morality that is conducive,to "smart practices" kif;$
in business and swindling of d l sorts. Many of these see Aq;+!: '
&k world as divided into two groups, "smart people" and &Ekw'
"poor suckcers." The latter, to ,them,'aremere shecp 'to be
shorn. The best way to achieve results without. falli~g
afoul of the law is the
iheir cunning minds.
The promotion of
sorts, the selling of real estate at a distanc~highly misrepresented with pictures which may have no relation to
reaty, with fake charts, maps and lying figures, is com,
'mon to this class of business swindlers. Puking over s
fake enterprise, disguised as 'the genuine thing, is their
specialty, From these Mlks arise other types of swindlers
who prey mostly u p the more legitimate mds of the
mall business people, upon the wealthy when there is an
opportunity, and occasionally upon the workers, although
the latter are usually poor picking.
These are not necessatily professional crooks, they just
live on the shady side of the business world, but from
their ranks the professional swindlers arise, such as forg>
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ers, wunterfeitkrs, and prom,oters of "confidence" s
of all sort, such a

.

half ignorant people,
to fall for some "get rich quick"

can be convinced Wt the s
-ce
of getting into
Many "sheep" are shorn by these p r o f e s s i d swindlers
and only,occasionally do the facts come to light. All
authorities on the crime problem are agreed that much
less thaa half of all. trim committed are de

business. 'Thcir

peq1es' capital. Heavy
frqn banks or any 0th
expand their operations
for big results and a small number mak the
by chance, but a larger number soon find
dqp water. Because of their charact
they may seek to turn a loss into a ga
creditors. Fraudulent bankruptcy is
or effectiag a '"sdernmtt' with
r% a small amount, sometimes just a few cents on the dollar.
w8q
- e. Meantime, the larger portion .of their ,assets is salted
)+?\
$$$away, concealed or temporarily transferred to a relative
$$.or friend until the tiouble has blown over and a new start
made at'+theexpense of ythe
?creditors
Theqe
are
some
of
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the economic crimes of which
the bourgeoisie have dmost
/
a monopoly.
,
+.-

The Mental Defective

We are not trying to show in this pamphlet that emnomic and social conditions are responsible, for all crime,
.only the bulk of it. Neither are we trying to prove that

with the abolition of class society, with its vast wealth
on the one hand and mass poverty on the other, that all
crime will automatically disappear. However, it is our
contention that when these causes, responsible for mmt
of the crime, have been removed crime will be greatly
reduced.
Under any social arrangement a certain number of
mental defectives *ill be born. Abpormal mentalities,
physical or biological misfits, are bound to occur. These
need not necessarily become criminals. In fact, many such
at the present time do not fall into criminal ways. Some
of them are just soft people, helpless sorts of imbeciles
and quite harmless in every respect. Others are given to
violent outbursts of tesnperyuite r a t i d at times, mad
as the proverbial March hare at other times. Some Such
will exist in the future society and undoubtedly, without
word or warning, will commit crimes of violence or engage in leud and repulsive acts because of their mental
deficiency.
The pathological criminals, while greatly in the minority, are not entirely free from the influence qf environment
and economics. Even here, these types, born and raised
in poverty, will fall into criminal ways more readily than
h e mentally deficient members of the capitalist class who,
in their young years, are watched over and treated and
guided so that they are less likely to commit degenerate
or Golent acts. The "born criminal," as we have previously shown, does not exist, but this type comes closer to
that classification than any other sort because they have
r J
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.inherited weak minds and bodies and are very susceptible
to crimes af violence and degeneracy.

ClMnging Concepts of Crime
What is a crime in one age may become a virtue in
anofier and vice versa. For instance, the lending of money
at interest was severely condemned by the rulers of society
in the Middle Ages. The Church then branded it,assinful.
But interest-taking now is in harmany with the highest
moralitjr and is quite kgal. Banking is one of the most
honaraMe professions. .
Burning at the stake was the punishment for "miminals" who taught elementary tntths which today are commonplace and part of the recognized knowledge of the
present time.
All crime is -social. Under certain c i r c ~ c e killing
s
is legal, under other circumstances it is murder. It is the
social circumstances which determine whether it is a crime
Dr not. Someone has said "it is the law that makes the
criminal." In other words, d e s s an act is a violation of
'some law it is not a crime.
One of the oldest laws i s "Thou shalt not-kill." That is,
"thou shalt not kill" a fellow trikman, or citizen, but it
is all right to kill others if they are members of a hoatile tribe, or a uniformed citizen of andher nation against
wgch'war is b e i i waged.
"Thou shalt not steal" is a much younger law, comparatively recent,.as human time goes. Man was here for
countless ages. and society was carrying on its affairs
without any such law. For hundreds of thousands of
years, "mink' and "thine'? were unknown terms. Possession of property did not arise until after the domestication
of animals, It was the property owners, in possession of
flocks and herds, and later the landowners,-who, having
monopolized their property by force, made the law 'Thou
shalt nop steal" to keep the dispossessed from gaining

-%
i,hi'l

-
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Military and naval officers, or other &cials who sell in-
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would lead the working class to overthrow the power of

-

another matter.
Political offenders against capitalism during war times
are considered as the worst sort of aimitlals and the most
diabofical laws are passed against them. Long terms of
impiixwment have k e n meted out iq "the land of the
freey'to those men and women who dared to voice opinions, however true, which the "powers that -be'' regarded
as inimical to the safety of the sodal,order. But, no matter
how severe the sentences imposed; how thoroughly vicious
certain laws, the economic pressure upon.the workers is
forcing larger and .&ger nmbers into a hostile attitude
-toward the profit system itself, and adherehce to political
views which the rich exploiters of labor and their politid . ;
w d s and tetai~ershate and fear.
As in the case of crimes against property, the economic
urge is the force which is driving increasing numbers inW
the modern revoluti0n;uy movement. These politicat
,
Uaiminals" who are cast into prison for thdr fight fur
economic freedom are today playing the role which the
W e m of the presmt ruling class played in the early days
ngainst the kings' and 1anded.aristocracy. The dass dcsatnilants of those heroic re* of the past are the tyrmt~
of the present. But a new d w is an the march, a,,new .
fibellion is m the making, and rebel leadas are arising
from the ranks of the pmletariat!
This sort of political offender is not a criminal in the
eyes of the class ccmseious workers, rather is he an apponent of a- *'crianinalp' system. The capitalists, however,
regard him as the worst sort -of criminal, worse than the
. . d b e r who only takes part of their ill-gotten gains, and
leims the butk and the
of replenishmait untouched.
*
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The pditical rebel p d a i m s

am

caught up with and have to take their punishment,

Cnmir logy as a

I. revolutionary solution of the problem it propounds. However, those who d d n a t e society, and consequently direct

its institutiuk, such as colleges and universities, can never
endorse this solution of the crime problem. Science in
a1 sciences.

These are employed indirectly

-ITS

CAUSES AND

of apologizing for and
Thus, social science,,

the truth, even if they knew it. History is perverted to d t the capitalists' and to decry the workers. The science
which deals with the production and distribution of wealth,
the science of economics, is distorted in the most glaring .
fahian. All other social phenomena, such as war, disease, .;
poverty and crime, are "explained" in a most naive fashion, or are s'kipped over evasively. In fact, the socialT
sciences of the modern universities are not scientific at all,
and never can bc while capitalism is here. Official soci01- .
ogy is nothing more than social ap0'1ogetics. In and'
through the social "sciences" class lines "st'-k out like a
sore thumb."
g[@$f&j:
ELq@:i Only in working-class circles, in the r~voluticmar,movement of the modern proletariat, can a genuine explawtim
of socig phenomena k made. Only those who awn no&ing can afford to tell the truth about the present social
order, as they have nothing to lose by tdling it. With the
capitalist class there is too much at stake. However, m y
of them and also their "educated" lackies, do not know the
truth in relation to social questions. Because of their clas9
background and "education," capitalism and the problems
it throws to the surface are a soars of mystery to them,
which can only be accounted for by chance, good fortune
or Md fortune. "Providence" has been kind or unkind.
Crime, like most other social phenomena, is looked upon
;
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by them as an affliction sent upon them. It is to be resisted to some +extent,but in general to be endured. '
To sum up the crime problem and our, conception in
relation to its causes, which an understanding of social
phenamena revds, it is our coritention that a very s m g
percentage of crime can be traced to the r n ~ t acharacterl
istics of the criminals, that the overwhdming majority of
crimes are the direct outcome of the social environment
and particularly the economic conditions of the offenders.
Therefore, only by a fundamental change in the social
environment, through the introduction of a new economic
system, can the basic muse of crime in general be'removed.
When there is ample for aH, when the pressure of poverty
no longer bears down'upon the masses, the great volume
of economic crime will disappear. In the future society,
criminality will be an attribute: of only a small number of
mental defectives, most of whom will be placed in the cam
p&vt!j)
i$&f,$p&!
;R( . of physiaans, not j aiien.,~#,#~$ji~f$~f&J@~T~~4~#$
,iti:ylyfi; A social system 'based on parasitism, Lasect on t h t i L l a '
. !#+[
';&bev known as the exploitation of labor, Can only prdc
'
~ duce
~ more
~ parasites
f
~
and criminals. The c@ninal is not
born, but is made. He, like the spendthrift or the miser,
like the millionaire ot; the pauper, is a product of capitalism. The tremendous inmaease
in crime is only one of the
signs that the present social o d e has outlived its usefulness. Capitalism in its youth was progressive. It brought
wonderful changes. Compared with feudalism, which it
overthrew, it was the highest development that mankind
had known. Thy it has outlived its usefdneks. To the
great broad masses its injuries are now greater than its
advantages, and because of its nature the prac3ess cannot
bet ieversed. As time goes by a greater and greater num'ber of its useful productive members sink into poverty and
starvation, while an ever decreasing number, now sodally
useless, loll in vast wealth, the production of which they,
in the main, play no part in.
Crime will go when capitalism goes. Speed the day-;
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